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REPLY TO STEWART TITLE'S 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. There was no qualification by First Title of the scope of its agency in the 
materials that it disseminated to the public. The Agency Agreement granted Stewart Title 
the right to inspect and review all of First Title's closings and files. (R.293, para. 3.E.). Had 
such an inspection occurred, Stewart Title would have learned that First Title, on all of its 
business letterhead and settlement statements, as well as title reports, represented to the 
public that it was an agent of Stewart Title. (R.549,1. 17-18; see also R. 509-514, Exhibit 
" 1 " attached). 
2. Contrary to the assertion in paragraph 2 of Stewart's Statement of Facts, there 
is no evidence that the Addendum to the Ranch Purchase Option was signed in February. 
Russ Gallian (Mrs. Angela Drews' attorney) stated his belief that the addendum was not 
signed until almost the day of closing. (Gallian deposition, page 16, Exhibit "2" attached). 
Contrary to the suggestion of Stewart Title, Michael Bodell was not familiar with the 
payments of $10,000.00 or $35,000.00 referred to in paragraph 2. (Bodell deposition, Vol. 
1, page 31, deposition pages referred to in this brief are collected in Exhibit "2" attached.) 
The statements in paragraph 2 regarding the "commission" side-steps a crucial fact in this 
case. First Title prepared three different versions of the Buyer's Settlement Statement for 
the closing on the Ranch purchase, only one of which refers to the "commission." (That 
statement was not used at the closing.) In each of the others, the commission is described 
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as something else. (Copies of the three Buyer's Statements are attached collectively as 
Exhibit "1".) 
4. In addition to the statements contained in paragraph 4, Bodell was also advised 
by Floyd Helm that the lowest price that the Ranch could be purchased for was $1.8 million. 
In fact, the Ranch was actually purchased for $1.55 million plus the $250,000.00 phantom 
commission. (R.520, deposition, p. 161; 407). 
6. Contrary to the suggestion in paragraph 6 of Stewart Title's Statement of Facts, 
Elliott testified that First Title was obligated to hold the money for the land sales escrow 
when it was funded. (Robert Elliott Deposition, page 56, line 10-12.) First Title had 
represented to the State of Utah that the escrow was in place, but when George's checks did 
not clear, Kathryn Elliott simply held the checks in her desk, never advised the State that the 
escrow had not been funded, and First Title proceeded to close sales of Ranch lots contrary 
to state law and issue title policies for those sales. (R.420-26, 554). 
7. The River Road transaction involved what is referred to as a "double escrow." 
River Road appears to have been a phantom enterprise created by Mr. George. (R. 481). M. 
Lee Lindsey, who signed the settlement statements and the second earnest money was one 
of Mr. George's girlfriends, who should have been known to Elliotts. (R. 531). The double 
escrow was a result of the original seller refusing to participate in George's request that the 
sales price be pumped up to include an additional $15,000.00 commission. While a 
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$15,000.00 credit is reflected on the second closing, there is nothing in the record to suggest 
that the funds were actually paid. (R. 492). The settlement statements are incorrect in their 
representation of a $15,000.00 payment having been received. (Deposition Exhibit "90", R. 
492, deposition exhibits are collected in Exhibit "3" attached.) 
8. Regardless of what Rredco was entitled to, the fact is that Rredco did not 
receive a commission and that First Title was aware of this circumstance. Instead of taking 
its commission, Rredco entered into an agreement with Vernon George that they would 
permit him to take their commission. This circumstance was known to First Title at the time 
the closing occurred but was not shown on the settlement statements. (Deposition Exhibit 
"62", R. Elliott deposition, p. 76, and R. 544-46). In particular, First Title paid Far West 
Bank approximately $32,000.00 as part of a payoff on Vem George's separate obligation as 
a result of another real estate transaction. (R. 545,466, and Deposition Exhibit "64", check 
#8487). The point being, funds were not paid from the closing to Rredco as represented on 
the settlement statements. 
9, While it is true that Stewart and Bodell never spoke, all of First Title's 
letterhead and every settlement statement, as well as each title policy that emanated from 
First Title made specific reference to the fact that First Title was an agent of Stewart Title. 
(See, for example, R.508-512, 514,425,426.) Stewart Title had every opportunity to know 
that First Title was holding itself out as its agent, without qualification. There is no evidence 
i 
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that Stewart attempted to curtail First Title's representations that it was Stewart's agent in 
connection with closings. 
ARGUMENT 
I. UTAH CODE ANN. § 31A-23-308 MAKES STEWART LIABLE FOR THE 
MISCONDUCT OF ITS AGENT, FIRST TITLE. DURING ESCROWS. 
CLOSINGS AND SETTLEMENTS. 
This matter is before this Court as a result of an order granting summary judgment to 
Stewart Title. As a result, all facts must be viewed in the light most favorable to Bodells. 
Blue Cross Blue Shield v. State. 779 P.2d 634 (Utah 1989). In addition, all inferences from 
those facts and the conduct of the parties must be viewed in a light most favorable to Bodells. 
Reeves v. Geigy Pharmaceutical Inc.. 764 P.2d 636 (Ut. App. 1988). Accordingly, the 
claims of Bodell against Stewart Title must be considered based upon the following factual 
scenario: 
1. First Title participated with Vemon George to cover up the kickback 
commission on the Ranch purchase. (Bodell deposition, p. 184, 187; George 
letter, Deposition Exhibit "82".) 
2. First Title prepared three different Buyers Settlement Statements for the Ranch 
purchase, only one of which referred to the $250,000.00 phantom payment as 
a "commission." That Settlement Statement was not actually used. The 
inference most favorable to Bodell is that the different statements were 
prepared to deceive Bodells. (See Exhibit " 1 " attached.) 
3. First Title participated with Vemon George to cover up and hide from Bodells 
the fact that George never funded the Ranch Improvement escrow. (Bodell 
deposition, p. 184, 187; George letter, Deposition Exhibit "82".) 
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4\. First Title paid money out of the Lava Pointe II closing directly to a known 
creditor of Vernon George. This creditor was not listed on the Settlement 
Statement. (Deposition Exhibits 63, 158, and check 8487 in Exhibit "64".) 
The inference most favorable to Bodell is that First Title knew if George's 
creditor was listed on the settlement statement, Bodell would question and stop 
the disbursement. 
5. In at least one other closing, (Eastridge) funds were diverted to George which 
were not reflected on settlement statements. (Deposition Exhibit "85".) 
^. Kathryn Elliott was having an affair with Vemon George during the time these 
transactions were occurring. (Bodell deposition, p. 218, 219.) It is reasonable 
to infer from this relationship that George asked for and received special 
favors in connection with various closings at First Title. Because of the 
relationship between George and Kathryn Elliott, it can reasonably be inferred 
that First Title was an active participant in a coverup of the true distribution of 
funds from closings. 
Based on all of these circumstances, it should be inferred, for purposes of this appeal, 
that First Title was an active participant in a scheme to direct Bodells' money out of closings 
and into Vernon George's pocket. 
a. U.C.A. § 31A-23-308 should be broadly construed. 
Section § 31A-23-308 of the Utah Code states 
Any title company, represented by one or more title insurance agents, is 
directly and primarily liable to others dealing with the title insurance agents for 
the receipt and disbursement of funds deposited in escrows, closings, or 
settlements with the title insurance agent in all those transactions where a 
commitment or binder for or policy or contract of title insurance of that title 
insurance company has been ordered, or a preliminary report of the title 
insurance company has been issued or distributed. This liability does not 
modify, mitigate, impair or affect the contractual obligations between the title 
insurance agents and the title insurance company. 
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When interpreting a statute, the Court should first look to the plain language of the statute. 
Johnson v. Redevelopment Agency of Salt Lake County, 913 P.2d 723, 727 (Utah 1995). 
This Court is being asked to construe the statute in two different ways: (1) Stewart 
Title argues it should be narrowly construed so as to limit the underwriter's liability to losses 
arising solely from mishandled funds in an escrow; and (2) Bodell contends it should be 
broadly construed to make the underwriter (Stewart) liable to any person who has funds in 
an "escrow, closing or settlement" that is injured by the agent in connection with an escrow, 
closing or settlement. In this case, there is no dispute that it was Bodell's money that went 
into each closing, and that at least one Stewart Title policy was issued from each closing. 
Under either interpretation, Stewart has potential exposure and summary judgment 
was improper. 
Utah statutes are to be construed liberally and with a view towards effecting their 
objects and promoting justice. Utah Code Ann. § 68-3-2; Brickyard Homeowners Assn. 
Mgt. Committee v. Gibbons Realty Co., 668 P.2d 535 (Utah 1983); see also Clover v. 
Snowbird Ski Resort, 808 P.2d 1037, 1047 (Utah 1991) ("in dealing with an unclear statute, 
this court renders interpretations that will 'best promote the protection of the public.'"). The 
stated purpose of the Code provisions is to "promote the professional competence and 
integrity of insurance agents. . ." Utah Code Ann. § 31A-23-101(c). The language of the 
statute itself reflects the Utah legislature's determination that a title insurance company 
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(underwriter), who enjoys the benefits of the business generated by local agents, must 
assume responsibility for the "professional competence and integrity" of their agents who 
receive and disburse funds in escrows, closings and settlements through which their title 
policies are issued. 
This legislative goal would not be accomplished by Stewart's overly restrictive 
interpretation of the statutory language limiting liability only to direct financial loss from the 
mishandling of funds in the closing. The existence of the agent-underwriter relationship is 
an integral part of the statutory scheme. While it is true that agents must have separate 
licenses to conduct closings or escrows, those separate licenses are still issued under the 
agent-underwriter umbrella. (See U.C.A. § 31A-23-211.) First Title was licensed to conduct 
closings because of its status as an agent of Stewart. 
Losses can occur in a number of ways in a closing. Settlement funds could be taken 
by the agent, funds could be incorrectly paid to a lienholder, or as occurred in this case, funds 
could be secreted out of a closing to an undisclosed recipient. Loss can also be caused by 
means other than the diversion of funds. Deeds could be incorrectly executed or recorded, 
escrow instructions could be breached, or the title agent could be a co-conspirator in a 
fraudulent plan to divert funds to one party in the transaction as occurred here. 
An interpretation more consistent with the stated objectives of the Act would be that 
title insurance companies are primarily and directly liable for all of their agents misconduct 
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in transactions where the agent received and distributed funds in an escrow, closing or 
settlement regardless of whether the money was physically misdirected or embezzled. 
Stewart's argument asks this Court to determine that an underwriter can escape 
liability under the Utah act where its agent is an active participant in a fraud perpetuated 
through intentional misstatements on settlement documents. The victims, here Bodells, are 
still out the money. Allowing the underwriter to escape liability for this type of fraud by its 
agent does not serve the purpose of § 31A-23-308, which is to promote the competence and 
integrity of agents. 
Such an interpretation is also inconsistent with the common law for breach of 
fiduciary duty by escrow agents. "It is proper in construing a statute which deals with tort 
claims to interpret the statute in accord with relevant tort law." Clover. 808 P.2d at 1045. In 
this case, the statute protects customers of title insurance agents by making title companies 
responsible for improprieties in escrows, closings and settlements. The Legislature did not 
limit the application of the statute by its language and it should be interpreted consistent with 
the common law concerning the duties of title agents. While Stewart argues that escrow 
agents do not have a duty at common law to disclose fraud (Appellee's Brief, p. 17, n.6), the 
case law suggests that Utah does in fact recognize such a duty.1 It would therefore be 
1
 The issue of when an escrow holder has an obligation to disclose fraud to other participants 
in a closing, was not addressed by the trial court and is not before this Court on appeal. (R.682). 
There is a split of authority on the issue of the escrow agent's duty to disclose the fraud, but "[a] 
majority of modem courts examining the scope of an escrow agents' duties have, however, 
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entirely consistent with the relevant tort law to interpret the statute to include all misconduct 
by title agents recognized at common law which might occur during escrows, closings and 
settlements. 
included a narrow duty of disclosure upon the agent as a limited fiduciary of the parties." 
Timothy J. Thomason, Linda B. Dubnow, The Expanding Nature of the Escrow Agent's Duties: 
The Judicial Pendulum has Swung Too Far, 25 Ariz. St. L. J. 643, 647 (1993) (arguing that duty 
of escrow agent should be limited to disclosure of known fraud). See also Powell v. H.E.F. 
Partnership, 793 F.Supp. 91, 94 (D.Vt. 1992) (applying Sutfin v. Southworth. 539 A.2d 986 
(1987)) ("As escrow, Dartmouth had a duty to disclose known fraud."); Styrk v. Cornerstone 
Investments. 810P.2d 1366, 1371 (Wash.App. 1991Xciting National Bank v. Equity Investors. 
506 P.2d 20 (1973)) (escrow agent had duty to disclose to parties "all information they might 
need for a determination as to whether or not the transactions were being closed in foil 
compliance with the escrow instructions."); Berry v. McCleod. 605 P.2d 610, 616 (Ariz. 1979); 
Burkons v. Ticor Title Ins. Co. of CaL 813 P.2d 710, 718-20 (Ariz. 1991) ("if the facts actually 
known to the escrow agent present substantial evidence of fraud, there is a duty to disclose."); 
Kraft v. Bartholomew, 620 P.2d 755, 757-58 (Haw. App. 1980). 
The basis for such a duty to disclose is that the escrow agent becomes the fiduciary of 
both parties. Such a proposition is well supported by Utah law. In Freegard v. First W. NatT 
Bank, 738 P.2d 614, 616 (Utah 1987), the Utah Supreme Court stated that 
It is well established that an escrow agent assumes the role of the agent of both 
parties to the transaction, and as such, a fiduciary is held to a high standard of care 
in dealing with its principals. 
Id at 616. (footnote omitted) (emphasis added). See also New West Fed. S&L v. Guardian Title 
Co.. 818 P.2d 585, 590 n.5 (Utah App. 1991) (stating that escrow agent has fiduciary duty to 
principals). Indeed, the only court to squarely address whether an escrow agent has a duty to 
disclose known fraud under Utah law has found that 
[ajlthough the Utah Supreme Court has not held that escrow agents have a duty of 
disclosure regarding "known fraud" or "material facts" acquired in the course of 
the agency, this court believes these duties are logically encompassed within the 
fiduciary duty an escrow agent owes its principals. 
Schoepe v. Zions First National Bank. 750 F.Supp. 1083, 1089 (D.Utah 1990), affd without 
opinion 952 F.2d 1401 (10th Cir. 1992). 
Thus, there is substantial authority for the proposition that because the escrow agent has a 
fiduciary duty to the parties, the agent is required to disclose known fraud. 
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The facts in this case, however, transcend the issue of whether the agent is obligated 
to disclose fraud. The facts in this case point to First Title as an active participant in the 
fraud.2 No policy factor behind U.C.A. § 31A-23-308 is served by shielding Stewart Title 
from the active fraud of its agent. Stewart can select and monitor its agent. The broad 
statutory language of § 31A-23-308 and its purpose in protecting consumers should be read 
to include all of the agent's misconduct in escrows, closings and settlements where it handles 
funds and issues its principals title policies. Such an interpretation would be consistent with 
both the language and purpose of the statute and with the common law duties of escrow 
agents. 
b. Even if Stewart's potential for liability is restricted to mishandled funds, Stewart 
still has exposure in this case, 
Stewart concedes that Utah Code Ann. § 31A-23-308 applies if First Title 
"misallocated, misdirected or embezzled" funds deposited in escrows, closings and 
settlements. (Appellee's Brief, p. 14). As discussed above, this is an overly restrictive 
interpretation of the statute. However, even if such an interpretation is correct, Stewart was 
2
 Stewart's attempt to analogize this case to Nelson v. Ashton Jenkins Company. 242 P. 408 
(Utah 1925), Appellee's Brief, p. 17, n.6. is misplaced. In Nelson, the defendant escrow 
company had no knowledge of the alleged fraud. In addition, the person who stated that he could 
not get a price lower than $4,700 for the property was found to be neither the agent of the 
purchaser nor the escrow company, but rather the broker of the property. IdL at 410-11. In the 
present case, the perpetrators of the fraud included the escrow company who knew of the fraud 
and helped to perpetrate it. Nelson is therefore distinguishable and is of no help to Stewart's 
argument. 
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not entitled to summary judgment because the facts, taken in the light most favorable to 
Bodell, show that Stewart's agent, First Title, did in fact misallocate and misdirect funds 
from the escrows and closings. 
Stewart now asserts that First Title was merely an innocent bystander to the fraud and 
that it simply followed the instructions it was given. For example, at page 14, Stewart 
challenges the double escrow claim based on the assumption the $15,000.00 earnest money 
was received. It was not. On the Ranch improvement escrow, Stewart claims that First 
Title's duty was only to pay third party creditors from the escrow. First Title never even 
collected the funds. In fact, the funds were to be held and invested pending completion of 
improvements. (R.422, para. 3). In addition, title policies were issued by First Title on 
subsequent lot sales even though they did not collect or hold the escrow. (Deposition Exhibit 
"95"). For these reasons, Stewart's premise is incorrect, especially when the facts are viewed 
in the light most favorable to the plaintiffs. 
The crux of the plaintiffs' claim against Stewart Title is that it is liable for First Title's 
misconduct in a series of closings, where it prepared settlement statements that intentionally 
misrepresented the disbursement of funds from those closings. The misstatements were all 
directed to the same purpose, i.e., diverting funds from closings to the personal benefit of 
Vernon George. First Title had, at least two motives to participate. The first was the promise 
of more closings as the projects were developed, and the second the personal interest of 
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Kathryn Elliott in Mr. George. Had Stewart Title's agent, First Title, made accurate 
representations on the settlement statements regarding the actual disbursement of funds, 
Bodell would have known from the outset that Vernon George was dishonest. 
All of the funds that were used to purchase the different properties (except for part of 
the Ranch) came from Bodell. Bob Elliott, the owner of First Title, knew that all of the funds 
were Bodells. (Elliott deposition, p. 74, 103, 114, R.541-43). While it may be true that 
neither Elliotts nor First Title actually pocketed money from the closings, it must be 
presumed for purposes of the motion for summary judgment, that they helped George pocket 
money by manipulating the settlement statements. 
For example, in the Ranch closing, (see the three different Buyers' Statements, 
Exhibit " 1 " attached) language about the commission was massaged to eliminate any direct 
reference to it in the final settlement statement. The only reason to change the language was 
to mislead Bodell. As a result, Bodell contributed an extra $250,000.00 to the property to 
offset George's fictitious "equity." In the Lava Pointe closing, First Title paid $32,000.00 
of Bodell's money not to Rredco Realty as a commission as reflected on the settlement 
statements, but directly from the closing to a known creditor of Vemon George. This 
diversion was even memorialized in a writing between George and Rredco, which Elliott had 
before closing. (Deposition Exhibit "62". R. Elliott deposition, p. 76, 79). On the Ranch 
lot escrow, where First Title was to hold at least $80,000.00 in escrow as a condition 
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precedent to lot sales, First Title never even collected the escrow. (R. 414-426). Knowing 
the escrow had not been funded, First Title closed a number of lot sales to individuals. 
(R.425-426, Deposition Exhibit 95). In exchange, First Title accumulated credits from title 
insurance premiums toward the purchase of a lot at the Ranch. When George was exposed 
and it was learned the escrow had not been funded, lot sales had to be shut down. In this 
manner, funds were misdirected and title policies were issued and a deception perpetuated 
against Bodell. 
Stewart should also be liable for the misallocation of funds involving a parcel at the 
Eastridge project. The evidence shows that First Title knowingly engaged in a "double 
escrow" in which it helped George secretly purchase a property for approximately $75,000 
and then sell it to the Clear Creek, L.C. for approximately $90,000, thus realizing a profit of 
nearly $15,000 which was credited to George on the books of the Clear Creek, L.C. First 
Title prepared the settlement statements and received and disbursed the funds. The 
settlement statement referenced a $15,000.00 down payment which simply did not exist. This 
"misallocation" of funds was made possible by the knowing participation of First Title in 
George's fraud. 
Each of these transactions involved either a concealment or misdirection of funds 
through an escrow out of which Stewart Title policies were issued. Each separate transaction 
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is an independent basis for Stewart's liability under even the narrowest construction of 
U.C.A. §31A-23-308. 
These facts, taken in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, show that First Title 
knowingly misallocated and misdirected funds from closings contrary to the provisions of 
the settlement statement. First Title also intentionally manipulated settlement statements so 
that funds were allocated to George to which he was not entitled. Such wrongful 
disbursement and misallocation of funds creates liability against Stewart even under its own 
restrictive interpretation of Utah Code Ann. § 31A-23-308. 
II. STEWART IS LIABLE FOR FIRST TITLE'S MISCONDUCT UNDER UTAH 
CODE ANN. § 31A-23-305. 
Stewart is also liable to Plaintiffs for First Title's misconduct under Utah Code Ann. 
§ 31A-23-305 which states that 
There is a rebuttable presumption that every insurer is bound by any act of its 
agent performed in this state that is within the scope of the agent's actual 
(express or implied) or apparent authority, until the insurer has canceled the 
agent's appointment and has made reasonable efforts to recover from the agent 
its policy forms and other indicia of agency. (Emphasis added.) 
Stewart argues that § 31A-23-305 is inapplicable to this case because First Title was not 
acting within the scope of its agency when it conducted fraudulent escrows and closings and 
prepared inaccurate closing statements. However, First Title was acting within both its 
implied and apparent authority as Stewart's agent. 
14 
a. First Title Had Implied Authority to Conduct Escrows, Closings, and Settlements 
as Agent of Stewart. 
First Title had implied authority to conduct escrows, closings and settlements as 
Stewart's agent because those activities are a natural ordinary part of issuing title insurance 
policies. (See Affidavit of Alan Carter, R.606). Stewart argues that the only express 
authority granted First Title was the authority to issue title policies. However, 
Implied authority on the other hand, embraces authority to do those acts which 
are incidental to, or necessary, usual and proper to accomplish or perform, the 
main authority expressly delegated to the agent. Implied authority is actual 
authority based upon the premise that whenever certain business is confided 
to an agent, such authority carries with it by implication authority to do 
collateral acts which are the natural ordinary incidents of the main act or 
business authorized. 
Zions First Natl Bank v. Clark Clinic Corp., 762 P.2d 1090, 1095 (Utah 1988); see also 
Appellee's Brief, p. 25-26. Stewart argues that escrow, closing and settlement business is 
not necessary to the title insurance business and therefore First Title had no implied authority 
to act as its agent in those matters. Stewart ignores the rest of the language in Zions which 
states that implied authority extends to those acts which "are incidental to. or necessary, 
usual and proper." Zions. 762 P.2d at 1095. The Affidavit of H. Allen Carter states that 
ninety-eight percent (98%) of the title policies issued in Washington County are issued 
following a real estate escrow process handled by that title company. (See Carter Affidavit, 
R.608). Carter also states that all nine title insurance agencies in Washington County have 
licenses for both escrow/marketing and title searching. 
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Stewart has not offered any evidence to contradict Carter's Affidavit. The fact that a 
separate license is required for each function does not address the factors raised in Zions. 
especially where the only evidence before the Court states that all the title insurance agents 
in the area also conduct escrows, closings and settlements. See Carter Affidavit. Based on 
such evidence, and taking the facts in the light most favorable to the Plaintiffs, it is at a 
minimum a question of fact whether First Title had implied authority to act for Stewart in 
escrows, closings and settlements because such activities are usual and proper, and in fact, 
acts universally necessary to accomplish the expressly authorized agency of issuing title 
policies in Washington County. 
b. First Title Had Apparent Authority to Act as Stewart's Agent in Escrows, 
Closings and Settlements. 
Even if First Title did not have the implied actual authority to bind Stewart to escrows, 
closings and settlements, it did have the apparent authority to act as Stewart's agent for those 
purposes. "Basic agency law dictates that a principal is bound by the acts of an agent clothed 
with apparent authority." Horrocks v. Westfalia Systemat 892 P.2d 14, 15 (Utah App. 
1995). 
"It is a general principle of the law of agency, running through all contracts 
made by agents with third parties, that the principals are bound by the acts of 
their agents which fall within the apparent scope of the authority of the agents, 
and that the principals will not be permitted to deny the authority of their 
agents against innocent third parties, who have dealt with those agents in good 
faith." 
16 
14 at 15-16 fquoting Harrison v. Auto Securities Co.. 257 P. 677, 678 (Utah 1927)). Here, 
neither First Title nor Stewart took any action to advise plaintiffs that First Title did not have 
the apparent authority to bind Stewart to escrows, closings and settlements. 
First Title was clothed in apparent authority as Stewart's agent for escrows, closing 
and settlements because First Title held itself out as Stewart's agent, without qualification, 
and Stewart allowed it to do so. Stewart argues that First Title could not have the apparent 
authority to act as Stewart's agent for escrows and closing because it made no affirmative 
representations to plaintiffs and did not engage in any conduct wrhich caused plaintiffs to 
believe First Title had such authority. See Appellee's Brief, pp. 27-30. However, the record 
is full of facts, taken in the light most favorable to plaintiff, from which a jury could 
reasonably conclude that Stewart knew that First Title was making such representations and 
that Stewart failed to stop First Title from continuing to make such representations. 
Stewart does not dispute that First Title held itself out as an agent of Stewart by its use 
of the Stewart logo on all of its escrow documents and settlements statements. First Title's 
letterhead announced it was an "Agent for Stewart Title Guaranty Company." (R.514). 
Rather, Stewart argues that the unilateral actions of the agent are insufficient to bind the 
principal under the theory of apparent agency and that finding such authority requires some 
measure of affirmative conduct on the part of the principal directed at the innocent party. 
Appellee's Brief, pp. 27-30. However, Stewart knew, or should have known, that First Title 
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was representing itself as Stewart's agent for escrows and closing and did nothing to stop the 
practice or inform plaintiff that First Title was acting outside the scope of its agency. Such 
failure to act is "conduct" sufficient to bind a principal to the agent's acts by apparent 
authority. 
For instance, in Horrocks v. Westfalia Systemat. 892 P.2d 14, 16 (Utah App. 1995), 
the Court found that the agent was acting within his apparent authority to bind the principal. 
The Court stated that 
First, Buchanan represented to Horrocks that he was acting as Westfalia's 
agent. Westfalia made a similar representation to Horrocks by ratifying 
Buchanan's actions. Westfalia allowed Buchanan to travel in a car bearing the 
Westfalia insignia. In addition. Westfalia supplied the documentation for the 
milking equipment contract, including the Acknowledgment form. 
Id, at 16. A similar finding was made by the Utah Supreme Court in Winger v. Insurance 
Company of North America. 448 P.2d 727 (Utah 1968), in which the Court found that the 
insurance company was bound by the actions of its former agent. The Court stated that the 
agent had the apparent authority to bind the insurance company because the company had 
18 
failed to notify the policyholder that the agency had been terminated. Id at 728.3 The 
Restatement (Second) of Agency also states that 
[t]he information received by the third party may come directly from the 
principal by letter or word of mouth, from authorized statements of the agent, 
from documents or other indicia of authority given by the principal to the 
agent, or from third persons who have heard of the agent's authority through 
authorized or permitted channels of communication. 
Restatement (Second) of Agency § 27, comment a (emphasis added). 
Stewart knew that First Title was representing itself to be the agent of Stewart in 
escrows and closings because it had complete access to First Title's files pursuant to the 
agency agreement. (R.287 at 293, para. 3.E.). Stewart had the right to audit those files at its 
discretion. Id Stewart could easily have determined that First Title was making such 
representations on its letterhead and settlement forms and forced them to stop the practice. 
In this case, because the appearance of authority was allowed to continue, Bodell was 
justified in believing that First Title had authority to act as Stewart's agent. 3 Am.Jur., 2d, 
Agency, § 79. Stewart did not stop the practice and is estopped to do so after the fact. 
3
 See also Miller v. Mason-McDuffie Co. of So. CaL 739 P.3d 806, 811 (Ariz. 1987) (stating 
that principal created apparent authority by placing him in position to negotiate with customers 
and providing him with "business cards, letterhead stationery, and an office."); Real Estate Loan 
Fund v. Hevner, 709 P.2d 727, 733 (Or. App. 1985)('"[p]ersons dealing with a known agent have 
a right to assume, in the absence of information to the contrary, that the agency is general.'") 
(quoting Start v. Shell Oil Co., 260 P.2d 468 (Or. 1954)) (finding that agent bound principal with 
letter on principal's stationary). 
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Stewart's knowing disregard of First Title's representations was also a ratification of 
First Title's actions sufEcient to create the apparent authority in connection with the conduct 
of closings and settlements. 
"Ratification like original authority need not be express. Any conduct which 
indicates assent by the purported principal to become a party to the transaction 
or which is justifiable only if there is ratification is sufficient. Even silence 
with full knowledge of the facts may manifest affirmance and thus operate as 
a ratification. The person with whom the agent dealt will so obviously be 
deceived by assuming the professed agent was authorized to act as such, that 
the principal is under a duty to undeceive him ..." 
Bradshaw v. McBride. 649 P.2d 74, 78 (Utah 1982) (quoting Moses v. Archie McFarland & 
Son, 230 P.2d 571,573-74 (Utah 1951))(emphasis added). Thus, Stewart cannot hide behind 
its own failure to act when it knew First Title was conducting escrow and closings under its 
name and holding itself out as Stewarts agent. 
The language of Utah Code Ann. §31A-23-305 also supports such a finding. The 
statute states that the rebuttable presumption that every insurer is bound by the act of its 
agent continues until "the insurer has canceled the agent's appointment and has made 
reasonable effort to recover from the agent its policy forms and other indicia of agency." 
Utah Code Ann. § 31A-23-305 (1986). Thus, the Legislature recognizes that title companies 
are in a far better position than consumers to monitor the behavior of their agents, and that 
their forms and names create an aura of agency. Consumers are generally unable to divine 
the inner workings of an agency agreement between the principal and agent and should not 
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be forced to acti\ ^ 'x es* : iic i::<. :au.\; ^ me agency when it reasonably appears that the 
agent is acting on behalf of the principal and the principal allows suth an appearance to 
continue.4 Stewart Title made no reasonable effort to stop First Title from representing itself 
as Stewart's agent for the purposes of escrows, closings and settlement. As such, under Utah 
Code Ann. § 31A-23-305 Stewart cannot escape liability for acts done by its agent pursuant 
to its apparent authority and summary i-»d5-" ^-; \<v 'hereior. inappropriate. 
Stewart also argues that Plaintiff did not rely on First Title's authority in deciding u > 
pursue the transactions. However, the fact that Stewart title insurance was purchased in each 
transaction * . , •. - 'urn. . \ 1^  ;:^ >n fact rely on their reasonable belief that First Title was 
at all times Stewart's agent. In sonic o?" -="s transactions, plaintiffs actually procured a second 
lenders policy, also from Stewart Title. (R.428-463). In each transaction it was ipK\r<-- . 
plaintiffs were relying on Stewart's apparent agent to use care and skill in completing the 
transactions which involved hundreds of thousands of dollars. See Rest. Agency 2d, § 267. 
The fact scenario in Zions First National Bank v. Clark, 762 I\2d 1090, 1093 (Utah 1988), 
a case relied on by Stewart, is so much different than the facts in this case -
assistance. There was nothing in Zions to suggest that the principal had knowingly permitted 
4
 Stewart's reliance on Cameron County Sav. Ass'n v. Stewart Guaranty Co.. 819 S.W.2d 
600 (Tex. Ct. App. 1991), is therefore misplaced. In Cameron, there was no evidence that 
Stewart permitted its agent to use Stewart's name on its settlement statements and letterhead, 
thus creating the aura of general agency. Cameron also discusses reliance in terms of "would a 
reasonably prudent person believe the agent had the authority he purported to exercise." at 603. 
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the conduct to continue. The discussion in Bradshaw v. McBride^ 649 P.2d 74, 78 (Utah 
1982) ("Under some circumstances failure to disaffirm may constitute ratification of the 
agents acts.") actually supports Bodell's contention on the issue of reliance in the fact setting 
of this case. Stewart relies on Nappen v. Blanchard. 510 A.2d 324 (NJ.Super.Ct. Law Div. 
1986) in support of their argument that the Plaintiffs have not shown reliance. Appellee's 
Brief, p. 32. However, Nappen, a superior court case, was severely criticized by the New 
Jersey Supreme Court in Sears Mortgage Corp. v. Rose, 634 A.2d 74 (N.J. 1993), where, 
upon similar facts, the court stated that 
[r]eliance may be imputed when the title insurer, in fact, does not deal with the 
[agent's] client directly and, instead, conducts business through the [agent] 
who is acting on its behalf as well as the client's. Thus, the purchaser, in 
effect, is without choice in the matter, and is required by the insurance 
company to rely on the [agent] to perform the functions that serve the insurer. 
Id. at 82. The Plaintiffs in this case similarly dealt solely with First Title and therefore 
relied upon its apparent authority to act as Stewart's agent.5 It is inconceivable that any 
person who closes a real estate transaction at a title agency in St. George should be obligated 
to call the underwriter to be sure the agent had its authority to conduct the closing so the 
5
 See also Holiday Inns, Inc. v. Shelburne. 576 So.2d 322, 333-34 (Fla.App.4 Dist 1991) and 
Orlando Executive Park. Inc. v. P.D.R.. 402 So.2d 442, 450-51 (Fla.App.3 Dist 1981), affd 433 
So.2d 491 (Fla. 1983), in which national companies were held liable for torts occurring at 
independently owned hotels because the national advertising created the apparent authority that 
the hotels were part of a chain and thus bound the principal. In this case, Stewart is a national 
company which uses local independent agents to sell its product and thus creates the same 
apparent authority. 
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policy could be issued I "i: om Bodells' po in t of v iew , it : ra s all par 1: of a single closing. 
Bodell's reliance was on the process, and inherently, on the company behind the process -
Stewart Title. 
CONCLUSION 
••'. • :••: toreQoing reasons, the summary judgment in fa\ or of Stewart Title should be 
reversed and the plaintiffs' claims against Stewart should be remanded to the district court 
for trial. 
DATED this 30th day of May, 1997. 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The i mdersigned hereby certifies that a tn le and coi i ect cop;; - of the foregoing was 
mailed, postage fully prepaid, on the 30th day of May, 1997, to the following: 
John B. Wilson 
PARSONS, BEHLE & LATIMER 
P.O. Box 45898 




• ! EXHIBIT I FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC. 
I! fcl^/ I ESCROW SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
11 — J - U L - I BUYER'S COPY 
• I I FILE NO 7658 
^ " ^ • • • ^ • ^ • ^ ESCROW NO 7658 
DATED 06/08/92 
PRORATED TO 06/08/92 
BUYER: CEDAR CREEK RANCH, L.C. 
SELLER: ANGELA ROSE DREWS AS TRUSTEE OF THE ANGELA 
R. DREWS REVOCABLE TRUST DATED JUNE 7, 199 1 
BROKER: 
PROPERTY ADDRESS: #1 Northfork Road, ORDERVILLE, u' 84 758 
BUYERS MAILING ADDRESS: 2465 East Orangethorpe Avenue, Fullerton, CA 92631 
TYPE OF TRANSACTION: 
PURCHASE PRICE $1,800,000.00 
INSURANCE: BUYER TO PROVIDE OWN FIRE INSURANCE COVERAGE $ 
Spec. Serv. Dist. Prorated Refund $ 688.22 
TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE AND CREDITS DUE SELLER $1,800,688.22 
EXPENSES OF THE BUYER 
RECORDING 3 DEEDS, TRUST DEED & PT.RECON 400.00 
TITLE INSURANCE TO FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC 1,3 83.00 
CLOSING FEE TO FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC. 1,000.00 
Title insurance-Owners Policy Portion.. 400.00 
State Grazing Applications 40.00 
Green Belt Application 30.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES FOR BUYER $ 1,2!. J . UU 
TOTAL SALES PRICE AND EXPENSES.. ...........$1,803,941.22 
PAYMENTS AND CREDITS OF BUYER 
Commission credited to Buyer at Closing $ 250,000.00 
LOAN ASSUMED/CONTRACT TO SELLER AS OF 06/08/92 $ 800,000.00 
TAXES ASSUMED 01/01/92 TO 06/08/92 @$ 8,166.57 $ 3,557.49 
Down Payment Rec'd from Buyer $ 45,000.00 
TOTAL PAYMENTS AND CREDIT OF BUYERS $"< 
BALANCE DUE b ROM UUifclR (CASH OR CERTIFIED CHECK) 705,383.73 
THE UNDERSIGNED, BY THE SIGNING OF THIS DOCUMENT, HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THE SAME AND AGREE TO 
8E LIABLE FOR AND HOLD FIRST TITLE HARMLESS FROM ANY ADDITIONAL CHARGES RELATING TO THE ABOVE REFERENCED PROPERTY, 





99-C-1 G U A R A N T Y C O M P A N Y 
c-CROW SETTLEMENT STATEHE 
BUYER'S COPY 
PILE NO 7658 
ESCROW NO 7658 
DATED 06/08/92 
PRORATED TO 06/08/92 
^UYER: CEDAR CREEK RAN;CH, L.C. 
.ELLER: ANGELA ROSE DREWS AS TRUSTEE OF THE AND ANGELA R. DREWS REVOCABLE TRUST 
BROKER: 
FROPERTY ADDRESS: #1 Northfork Road, ORDERVILLE, UT 84758 
BUYERS HAILING ADDRESS: 2465 East Orangethorpe Avenue, Fullerton, CA 92631 
TYPE OF TRANSACTION: 
PURCHASE PRICE $1,800,000.00 
I2J3URANCB: BUYER TO PROVIDE OWW TIRE INSURANCE COVERAGE § 
SPEC. SERV. DIST. PRORATED REF $ 688.22 
TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE AMD CREDITS DUE SELLER $1/800,688.22 
EXPENSES 07 TEB BUYER 
RECORDING 3 DEEDS, TRUST DEED & PT.RECON.... * $ 400,00 
TITLE INSURANCE TO FIRST TITLE OP UTAH, INC $ 1,783.00 
CLOSING FEE TO FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC $ 1,000.00 
STATE GRAZING APPLICATIONS $ 40.00 
GREEN BELT APPLICATION $' 30.00 
TOTAL HXEBHSBS FOR BUYSZt , , S 3,253.00 
TOTAIi BXLTB PRICE AND EXFENSB6 SI,803,941.22 
-AYHINT6 MID CRBDITS OF BUYBR 
UNDS RECEIVED BY FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC. (BODELL)..$ 377,700.0*1^ 
FUNDS RECEIVED BY FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC. (GEORGE)..$ 378,000.00/ 
CREDIT THRU ESCROW AT CLOSING § 245,000.00^ 
LOAN ASSUMED/CONTRACT TO SELLER AS OF 06/08/92 $ 800,000.00 
TAXES ASSUMED 01/01/92 TO 06/08/92 8$ 8,166.57 $ 3,557.49 
TOTAL PAYMENTS AND CREDIT OP BUYERS $1,804,257.40 
BALANCE DUB FROM, BUYER (CASH OR CERTIFIED CHSGX) ...$ -318". 27 
THS UNO m i CUD, at THI IICUIUO ar THIS DOCUHEXT, ntntt ACMOVUCM RECMF-T OF A COPT OF THK JAUE ABO AGREE TO 
5E LtABLE FOR AJIO HOLD FIRST TITLE HARMLIS* FR0H AHT MDtTtOIAL CHARGES REUTIK TO THE AlOVI teFEtEMCEO PROPERTT, 
WOT DISCLOSID IX THIS STATEMCHT, IT AHT LIEXIOtOER; I I If ITORTOAGE PAT0FFS Ot ASJWTI0R F10UMS, TAXIS ANO/M OTilH 
SIMILAR ASSESSMEITS. ' 






.<ST TITLE OF UTAH, INC. 
ESCROW SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
BUYER'S COPY 
FILE NO 7 6 5 8 
ESCROW NO 7 6 5 8 
DATED 0 6 / 0 8 / 9 2 
PRORATED TO 0 6 / 0 8 / 9 2 
fJVFR: CEDAR CREEK RANCH, : 
ELLER: ANGELA ROSE DREWS AS TRUSTEE OF THE ANGELA 
R. DREWS REVOCABLE TRUST DATED JUNE 7 , 1 9 9 1 
-ROKER: 
-pnpFRTY ADDRESS: # 1 N o r t h f o r k R o a d , ORDERVILLE, UT 8 4 7 5 8 
-IFYERS MAILING ADDRESS: 2465 E a s t O r a n g e t h o r p e A v e n u e , F u l l e r t o n , 
YPE OF TRANSACTION: 
CA 9 2 6 3 1 
•'-"CHASE PRICE . . . . . . . $ 1 , 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
-•IMJRANCE: BUYER TO PROVIDE OWN FIRE INSURANCE COVERAGE $ 
- T F C . SERV. DIST . PRORATED REFUND , . . . . . . $ 6 8 8 . 2 2 
rOTAL PURCHASE PRICE AJND CREDITS DUE SELLER $ 1 , 8 0 0 , 6 8 8 . 2 2 
EXPENSES OF THE BUYER 
=FCOPDING 3 DEEDS, TRUST DEED & P T . R E C O N . . . 
r i T ' . E INSURANCE TO FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC, 
:r-OSING FEE TO FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC , 
-TATF. GRAZING APPLICATIONS 
-REEN BELT APPLICATION 
T^AL EXPENSES FOR BUYER 
TOTAL SALES PRICE AND EXPENSES. 





4 0 0 . 0 0 
1 , 7 8 3 . 0 0 
1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
4 0 . 0 0 
3 0 . 0 0 
. $ 1 , 8 0 3 , 9 4 1 . 2 2 
7-EPOSIT WITH FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
TPEPTT THRU ESCROW AT CLOSING $ 2 9 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
r/?AM ASSUMED/CONTRACT TO SELLER AS OF 0 6 / 0 8 / 9 2 $ 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
"AXFS ASSUMED 0 1 / 0 1 / 9 2 TO 0 6 / 0 8 / 9 2 @$ 8 , 1 6 6 . 5 7 . . . . $ 3 , 5 5 7 . 4 9 
§TOTAL PAYMENTS AND CREDIT 0 ? BUYERS $ 1 , 1 9 8 , 5 5 7 . 4 9 
BALANCE DUE FROM BUYER (i.A.'HJ OR CERTIFIED CHECK) 
THE UNDERSIGNED, BY THE SIGHIMG OF THIS DOCUMENT, HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A COPT OF THE SAHE AND AGREE TO 
BF IIABLE FOR ANO MOID F!RST TITLE HA»HLFSS FKOH AHY ADDITIONAL CHARGES REIATIMG TO THE ABOVE REFERENCED PROPERTY, 
WO' 0I5CLOSE0 IN THIS STATEMENT, 8T ANT LIEHHOLOER; BE IT HORTGAGE PAYOFFS OR ASSUMPTION FIGURES, TAXES ANO/OR OTHER 
SIMILAP ASSESSMENTS. * 
^J 
CLOSING OFFICER 






IM THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
JH AND FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BODELL CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANY, a Utah 
c o r p o r a t i o n . JAMBS BODELL 
and MICHAEL BODELL. 
P l a i n t i f f s , 
vs. 
RREDCO REALTY. JERALD 
RICHARDSON. STEWART TITLE 
GUARANTY COKPAKY, a Texas 
corporation, and THE 
ROSEMONT CORPORATION, a 
California corporation, 
Defendants. 
CIVIL NO. 950500834CV 
VOLUME I. DEPOSITION OF: 
MICHAEL JAMES BODELL 
VERNON F. GEORGE. FIRST 
TITLE OP UTAH. INC.. a 
Utah corporation. ROBERT » 
ELLIOTT. KATHRYN ELLIOTT, ) 
FLOYD HELM. THE PROPERTY J 
SHOPPE. INC., a Utah ) 
corporation. KENT SUNDBERG.) 
) Held January 25, 1996 
) 
) REPORTED BY: 
1 RENEE L. STACY, CSR, RPR 
! 
1 
Volune I. Deposition of MICHAEL JAMES BODELL. 
taken on behalf of the Defendants, at 175 South West 
Tenple. Suite 510, Salt Lake City. Utah, comencina 
at 10:45 a.n. on January 25, 1996, before RENEE L. 
STACY, Certified Shorthand Reporter, Registered 
Professional Reporter and Notary Public in and for 
the State of Utah, pursuant to Notice. 
e • • • 
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SaltLake City, LIT 84101 
Lake city, UT B4111-2314 
E. RUSSELL 
PAR§ollij mffil LATIMER 
201 Sou th H a m 
Salt Lafccfcity, UT 84111 
EXAMINATION 
BY MR WENTZ . . . 4 
REQUESTS OP COUNSEL - BY MR. WENTZ 
Page 64, line IB Loan transaction Information on 
California property 
PAGE 4 
1 January 25. 1996 
2 10:45 a.m. 
3 
4 P R O C E E D I N G S 
5 MICHAEL JAMES BODELL 
G called' as a witness at the Instance and request of 
I the Defendants, having been first duly sworn, was 
8 examined and testified as follows: 
9 EXAMINATION 
10 BY MR. WENTZ: 
11 Q Mr. Bodell, would you please ^ t. 
12 full name and your current address. 
13 A Michael James Bodell. Residence >s £538 
14 Shervood Drive, Salt Lake City. Utah. 
15 Q Mr. Bodell, throughout this deposition ~ 
16 and ue might be here together awhile — Just to naytx 
a little more relaxed and Inforaal, nay I 
IB can you Mike? 
19 A Please. 
20 Q Hike, would you begin by Just giving us a 
21 quick rundown on your education? 
22 A I graduated from high school, attended the 
23 university of Utah for about three-and-a-half years. 
24 Majored in finance and business.. 
25 Q Any other university uorh .ifl'iM ll.nl? 
4 
1 Jwt, under the Mock there, enter first the exhibit 
2 nunber which establishes that, and I think it's 
3 Exhibit No. 46. 
4 A They both have the sane nunber. 
5 Q You're looking at 46. right? 
6 A I'n looking at 45. 
7 Q Okay. Excuse ne. Just enter 45. 
8 A Okay. 
9 Q And next to — and Just put a nunber sign 
10 by It so we'll have the exhibit down. And the seller 
11 Is the Drews. Could we just use shorthand for 
12 Drews? is that accurate? That was the seller? Just 
13 put Drews next to Exhibit 45. and then to your right 
14 Just enter the price of 1,800.000. And we'll follow 
15 that sane fornat for all of the others and then we'll 
16 run sone totals and try and get a feel for where we 
17 were. 
IB A Okay. 
19 Q Now. what I wanted to do — there's been 
20 sone dispute in this case about who put what cash 
21 into the deal. When I say the deal, what's reflected 
22 In Exhibit 45 to purchase this property. And I'd 
23 like to go through exhibits, counsel, 3, 6 and 52 and 
24 Just establish where the noney cane fron. and I think 
25 Mr. Elliott's testlnony clarified this yesterday, but 
29 
PAGE 31 
1 reference, if you would put next to that, will be 
2 Exhibit 3. 
3 A (Witness complies.) 
4 Q Now. the second thing I'd like you to look 
5 at is Exhibit 6, which is the lease agreement, and 
6 Just to speed it up, you night recall the testlnony 
7 was that there was a lease payment of 35,000. and 
8 look at the back. You'll see a check there to Angela 
9 Drews, again fron Vernon George, for $35,000. So 
10 would you enter that. Call it Just lease payment, 
11 and then the figure 35,000, and nark the source as 
12 Exhibit 6. 
13 A (Witness compiles.) 
14 Q Now. Mr. Bodell, at this point, did you 
15 have — do you dispute that this total now of $45,000 
16 was paid Into the First Title escrow fron checks 
17 written to Vem George? Is that a concern you had? 
18 A I don't know if it's a concern. I Just 
19 don't know — I didn't deposit then. 
20 Q Okay. We can check the deposit slips. All 
21 right. What I want to do is Just get us all on the 
22 sane wavelength as to what noney originated where. 
23 Now, if you would go to Exhibit 52, and we 
24 can Just resolve a host of questions relying on this 
25 exhibit. Go to page two, if you would. You're 
1 Just to nake sure we're all on the sane page in term 
2 of how the numbers wash out, I want to do that. 
3 Let ne Just go off the record for a 
4 minute. 
5 (Discussion off the record.) 
6 Q Okay. Now, Mike, on the next page. If you 
7 would Just flip over that sheet and nake a heading, 
8 "Cash Received, Ranch." Nov, look first at Exhibit 
9 3, and maybe you don't even need to look, but the 
10 first amount of cash that I think Is generally 
11 understood that vent Into this deal was the $10,000 
12 option noney. and at the back of Exhibit 3 you see a 
13 check there fron Vem George In the amount of 
14 $10,000. 
15 Was that your understanding, that that was 
16 the option noney? 
17 A Was that my understanding now? 
18 Q Yes. 
19 A I don't understand today what happened. 
20 Q Okay. 
21 A Totally. 
22 Q That's part of this process. Would you — 
23 and then we'll go back, and If we could look at some 
24 other exhibits, we will. Just enter "George, option 
25 money." and then the sun of $10,000. And the exhibi 
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1 looking there at kind of a poor copy. You'll see 
2 over on the side, written sideways, "advice of 
3 credit," and then the heading is Sun Capital Bank, 
4 St. George, Utah. 
5 Mr. Elliott, in his description yesterday. 
6 defined this wire as being part of the cash receipts 
7 to the ranch and it's in the amount of $228,000, but 
8 I don't think ue had any testimony fron him about th 
9 source, and you'll see there that It comes ~ it say 
10 "inconing," and then there's a word I can't read, 
11 "fron Melrose escrow." Is that your entity? 
12 A NO. 
13 Q We have always assumed, and I don't think 
14 we've had testimony on It yet, that that is a Vernon 
15 George entity. Do you know that Vernon George owned 
16 an outfit called Melrose Escrow? 
17 A Purportedly. 
18 Q Remember that letter — well, you shouldn' 
19 have to remember It. In the letter — does anyone 
20 recall the exhibit nunber on that handwritten letter 
21 THE REPORTER: 40. 
22 Q (BY MR. WENTZ) Mike, would you look at 
23 Exhibit 40. I think it shows Melrose Escrow — 
24 A Yes. 
25 Q — on it. Do you see Melrose Escrow up 
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1 i Mali, you'd have to — you know. 
2 What do I have to understand? 
3 j You got to ask ne sone nore questions. 
4 Q Well, Vernon George took you In. He took 
5 In Floyd Heln. I guess he took In the Elliotts. I 
6 don't know. That's less clear. And all of a sudden 
7 he writes a confession here. I'n Just — 
6 A He confessed probably prior to this. I 
9 think I testified to that briefly Way back in 
10 septenber. 
11 He did?' 
12 veah. 
13 »r»ar he relinquished his rights? 
14 Veah. 
15 *vxj what did he say to you then? 
16 A I spent hours with the guy, as 
17 discomforting as it was. 
18 Q Tell us about those conversations In 
19 Septenber of '93. 
20 A What do you want ne tc • t< 11 you aboi it than? 
21 Q Well, uhat he said. 
22 A He said he was sorry he'd done this. He 
23 was renorsefui. He'd cry. He'd coax. He felt bad. 
24 "I'll cooperate with you and help you through these 
25 problens." you know, as far as the property 
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1 i Again, I'n speculating to his not Ives, but 
2 it was a conbination of wanting to cooperate, I 
3 think, you know, so things didn't get worse. Sone 
4 guilt. I don't know. You know, he said — there 
5 were a lot of things he could have gotten off his 
6 chest right U P front that had to be coaxed out of 
7 hin, you knov. 
8 Q And you pulled those out of hin? 
9 A Well, through conversations, yeah, I 
10 guess — I'n not sure If I'd agree with the 
11 ternI nology. It wasn't, you know, want ins no - help 
12 ne here, what do I do about this property, whafs the 
13 truth about the sewer situation, you know. The 
14 exanple of the property I spoke before. That type of 
15 thing. 
16 Q Okay. And. did' all those conversations ~ 
17 did they take place within a tiro frane of four or 
18 five days, a week? 
19 A Oh, no. I'd say nost of then In the fir st 
20 two nonths after Septenber 9th, and then they 
21 trickled thereafter. Got to be less and less and 
22 less. 
23 Q And during those conversations, quite apart 
24 fron this letter we're looking at In Exhibit 40, did 
25 he point the sane finger or blane at Floyd Heln? 
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and on and was very complicated. 1 
conversations, nunerous situations, you 1 
:.*. Ca:;for* a c/- here? 1 
:*sre - 1 
That was all here? 1 
Yes. 1 
And at your offices or — 1 
St. George. 1 
St. George. Vhere In St. George? 1 
Usually at the — sone at his hone and the 1 
by and large, were at the St. George Hilton. 1 
Nov, I said Septenber. Septenber 8 Is when 1 
and saw Mrs Drews? 1 
Yes. 1 
So these conversations would have been 1 
after Septenber 9, '337 | 
A 
9th. 
it o • r 
The first one v -; - 1 
got back? 1 
163. 1 
It sounds to ne like he Just wanted to get 1 



























A I'n sorry. Repeat that. 1 
Q Did he accuse Ployd Heln of complicity 1 
during these discussions that spanned two nonths In 1 
Septenber of '93? 1 
j Re — at sone points in tine, yes, 1 
Q Did he offer any other insights that aren't 1 
contained in this letter about what Heln d\d to help 1 
til 1 
h Yes. 1 
What did he say? 1 
yell. Just generally that Floyd Heln was 1 
aware of the whole coverup. 1 
Q Did he ever tell you 1 
aware of the coverup? 1 
A Regarding — I can't specifically — sone 1 
things, yes. 1 
Q Wiat did he say they did? 1 
A Covered U P the escrow account, covered up 1 
the connlsslons. 1 
Q You specifically recall hln saying that? 1 
A Oh, yeah. 1 
Q He believed they covered up the 1 
connlsslons? 1 
> Connlsslons were golrtg to hln, When I 1 
would neet with hln, It was never disclosed. 1 
1 Q That vas all tn the sans conversation? 
2 A No. There were nuneroue conversations. 
3 Q Nunerous conversations. So were you 
4 probing hln? Uho helped you* who knew what? 
5 A Yeah, over tine. Yeah. Phase one was 
6 danage control. Uhere an I on all these projects? I 
7 knew I vas standing alone, you know, and then as tine 
8 goes on. you start fitting pieces together. You 
9 realize sonethlng here doesn't add up to what 
10 sonebody said. As tine goes on. nore and nore 
11 information cane to light. 
12 Q And then approximately — what was the date 
13 on Exhibit 40 again? 
14 A April 4. No. Or Aprl1 — Aprl1 
15 sonethlng. Sone copy doesn't say It clearly. 
16 4-4-94. 
17 Q Then approximately eight months later you 
18 get this letter? 
19 MR. MEADE: Just a second. Eight months 
20 later from what? 
21 MR. VENTZ: Uell. my math Is not too good. 
22 We're talking here September. October, '93. Then we 
23 got the April. '94 letter. 
24 Q So what? Six. seven months later you get 
25 that letter? 
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1 these allegations about the Elliotts or did you drau 
2 that out of him? 
3 A I don't know that I like the tern, but I 
4 don't think he volunteered — if volunteer means 
5 nobody asks any questions and you Just start talking. 
6 I would say he didn't volunteer. Ue would ask 
7 specific questions as we would get documents and try 
8 to put the pieces together, for example, and so when 
9 I was in a conversation and we'd ask, "What about 
10 this." that type of thing. 
11 Q And you heard Bob Elliott's testimony 
12 yesterday about his having dealt with the addendum 
13 solely as his reference for the 1.8? You heard that 
14 testimony? 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q Did George tell you how Elliott knew about 
17 the $250,000 commission? 
18 A No. I don't recall anything about hln 
19 being real specific there. What I do remember 
20 specifics is the follow-up commissions, the kickbacks 
21 to RREDCO that was good friends with the Elliotts 
22 that he pointed out, who the Elliotts introduced to 
23 Vera, who was Vera's little — I'll call hln a gofer. 
24 Gofer not in a-derogatory sense. Go for this, go for 
25 that. And all that type of tie In. 
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A Yes. 1 
Q With no mention of Elliotts in It? 1 
A I didn't read anything about Elliotts. 1 
Q Do you recall hln volunteering to you that, 1 
gee, the Elliotts — did he say to you the 1 
Elliotts — did he tell you how he persuaded then to, 1 
quote, cover up the commission? 1 
A Indirectly. 1 
Q Vhat did he do for them? 1 
A Just had an affair with Bob's wife. 1 
Q And vas that ~ what's the linkage there? 1 
I don't quite understand. 1 
A Cone on. Craig. 1 
Q No, no. I don't. Is that a gift to the 1 
Elliotts for working with hln? Is that a gift to Bob 1 
Elliott? 1 
A You'll have to ask Vera that and Kathrvn 1 
that. 1 
Q Uell. I hardly think it's a benefit to Bob 1 
Elliott, do you? 1 
A You know, I can't figure those — the 1 
whole — little trio thing that was going on there. 1 
If you can after this is all over, please tell me. 1 
Q I think you're in a much better position 1 
than I an. My question is: Did he volunteer to you 1 
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1 Q And he claimed that Elliotts were aware of 
2 kickbacks to RREDCO? You recall that specifically? 
3 A Yes. Commissions to RREDCO. 
4 MR. VENTZ: Has RREDCO been represented ~ 
5 is RREDCO represented at this table by anybody? Have 
6 they been served? 
7 MR. MEADE: They filed a pro se answer. 
8 MR. VENTZ: Oh, yes. He's the pro se. 
9 He's answered. 
10 MR. MEADE: He has. 
11 MR. SANDERS: Did you give hln notice of 
12 the depositions? 
13 MR. MEADE: I believe he's on the notice. 
14 I don't have It In front of me. 
15 (Discussion off the record.) 
16 Q (BY MR. VENTZ) From your own point of 
17 view, Mike, how would Bob Elliott have known about 
18 the commission? Vhat would have been the source? 
19 A Vhlch commission? 
20 Q Thank you. The ranch commission, the 
21 $250,000. 
22 A How would he have known about it? 
23 Q Yes. Vhat would h a m been his source? 
24 A Common sense and ethical dealing and using 
25 sone — 
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Q Do you still reasonably believe. Hike, that 1 
Kathryn Elliott worked ulth Vernon George, kneu that 1 
he was going to deposit those funds In his own 1 
account and sonehou uanted to create a smokescreen so 1 
you wouldn't know that? Do you believe that now? 1 
A Again, I don't know what specifically to 1 
^ M e v e . I would grant you this. I*n bewildered 1 
over the point, but I happen to know she covered for 1 
hln on the ranch escrow account. 1 
Q That's another natter, though. 1 
Veil, it Is, but. you know, there's a 1 
track. You knou - 1 
Q Now. this lover thing — 1 
A If people will bend ethics on one area, 1 
its easy to believe they'll bend it on another deal. 1 
Q Now, aren't you Just engaging In sone of 1 
the worst kind of speculation when you talk about 1 
•another nan's wife cavorting ~ 1 
A Veil, you've asked — 1 
ill Walt a nlnute. — cavorting with Mr. 1 
George, who we've all cone to understand Is quite a 1 
fellow? Do you believe — do you have any good 1 
evidence that there was a love affair going on 1 






















*>• of runors? 
Runors and witnesses. 
Witnesses? 
That type of thing. Uh-huh. 
I nean, have you known guys that talk a big 
talk like that before In your life, about their 
conquests? Have you ever known a guy like that? 
A Oh. yes. 
Do you believe then? 
No. Not all the tine. 
So why did you believe Vern George? 
Well, because there were credible people 
that had seen then places, heard then places. 
Q Who were these credible people? 
A I don't know how graphic you'd like ne to 
set, 
Who were these credible people? 
People that worked on the ranch. 
Hands at the ~ 
Floyd Heln. 
Floyd Heln told you that? 
Bob Elliott 
Bob Elliott told you that? 
After the fact. yes. 
After what fact? 
219 
A Yes 
Q What is that evidence. 
A Vern'8 confession. 
Q To you? Ha told you that? 
I Yea,, 
mi tfhen did he tell you? 
A That's Just one of then. He told m that 
i July or August of *93. 
Q Before you found hint out:? 
IB A Yes It'a one of the things that triggered 
11 ne being suspect of hln. 
12 Q This July or August is a long tine before 
13 Septenber 9. 1993. before this elate in lnfany In 
14 California, right? 
15 A That's right. 
16 Q So you're si It trig; there talking — you're 
17 close enough to Vern George to sit and talk to hln 
18 about who he's sleeping with? 
19 A By that point In tine fie told ne. That's 
20 what started ne questioning his character. 
21 Q Did you believe when he said that about 
22 Kathnm? 
23 A 0h» yes. The runors had been goli lg ::)in for 
24 ii long tine. 
25 Q well, wait. Why did you believe it? 
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A After the 1 "i at id was disclosed Ii it 
conversations. 
Q So back in Septenber of '93? 
A It was Septenber, October, Novenber. 
Q So now, based on that knowledge, you're 
looking back and you're saying, well, Kathryn nust 
have been lnpllcated In this Illegal endorsenent of 
checks? | 
A I*n saying In lawyer's terns it shows j 
notlve. There's a notlve. Okay? j 
Q You think it shows notlve? ! 
A Yeah. | 
Q All right. j 
A A reason why she wo< ltd lower w! w j she 
would cover for Vern 
Q You don't know that she ever got aj ly of 
that nooey, do you? 
A MO. 
Q Do you have any reason to believe that he | 
shared any of those proceeds with her? J 
A No, I think he shared benefits of those 
proceeds', but: nobody has ever told .ne that she was 1 
given funds. ^ J 
Q Okay. Mow, Just sone jitecellaneous issues 1 
quickly. You have a dispute with a contractor naned 1 
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1 A Yes. 
2 Q Nobody else that you can recall? 
3 A No. 
4 Q And where dtd the neettng take place? 
5 A In ny conference roon. 
6 Q And that's at your First Tit le office In 
7 St. George? 
8 A Yes. 
9 Q Did you take any notes during the course of 
10 that neetlng? 
11 A I don't think so. I don't know. 
12 Q Are you aware that anyone was taking any 
13 notes during the neetlng? 
14 A I don't know. 
15 Q Anybody tape record the neettng? 
16 A I don't know that, either. 
17 Q Were there any letters or follou-up 
18 correspondence that followed the neetlng? 
19 A As far as what? I don't know what you 
20 nean. 
21 Q Somebody writing to somebody and saying 
22 this or that or the other thing? 
23 A Well, I bought the lots back. I had two 
24 options on lots In Lava Potnte that Hike bought back 
25 fron ne for the anount of noney that I had into those 
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1 we cane back I said, "What are you going to do about 
2 these checks?" And Vern says, "Don't worry about 
3 It. We're bonded for It." 
4 Q Okay. Do you recall when you got the 
5 checks? Uould they have been contenporaneous with 
6 the dates on then? 
7 A I don't — I would assune. I don't know. 
8 (Whereupon Deposition Exhibit No. 54 was 
9 narked for identification.J 
10 Q Let ne show you what we'll nark as Exhibit 
11 54. 
12 MR. WENTZ: Is that the subdivision 
13 agreenent ? 
14 MR. MEADE: Yes. 
15 Q (BY MR. MEADE) Are those the two checks 
16 attached that you were talking about that wouldn't 
17 clear? 
18 A Yeah. It looks like i t . 
19 Q This looks like Kathryn signed this on page 
20 three. Do you recognize that as her signature? 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q Apart fron getting the checks and finding 
23 out they wouldn't clear, were you involved at a l l In 
24 establishing or attempting to establish an escrow on 
25 the ranch? 
I 1 options, and I used that noney as part of the noney 
1 2 to buy back the lots at the ranch. 
I 3 Q Okay. So it's ny understanding Mike bought 
I 4 the Lava Potnte lots back for 20.000. Is that right? 
I 5 A Correct. 
1 6 Q And what you're saying Is you used that 
I 7 noney to turn around and repurchase lots that were 
I 8 part of the ranch? 
| 8 A Correct. 
I 10 Q Vere you involved at a l l in establishing 
I 11 the pemitting vlth the State for the sale of lots at 
J 12 the ranch? 
I 13 A Not nuch. 
I 14 Q Uas that sonethlng that Kathryn principally 
I 15 handled? 
I 16 A Pretty nuch. 
I 17 Q Can you tell ne what your involvement was, 
I 18 if anything? 
I 19 A Well. I — I don't know. I knew we got two 
I 20 checks fron Vernon George that we called the bank on 
I 21 and they didn't clear. 
I 22 Q Okay. And that was a check for 80,000 and 
I 23 one for 87,000? 
I 24 A I believe so. And we called. They didn't 




1 A No, not really, no. 
2 Q So if I want to find out about that, I'll 
3 have to talk to Kathryn? 
4 A Probably. I think Kathryn and possibly 
5 Russ Galllan were the ones that were working on it. 
6 Q Apart fron talking with Vern George about 
7 these two checks and hln telling you — you said he 
8 said he was bonded. Did you tell anyone or advise 
9 anyone that this escrow was no longer In place? 
10 A No. It was never In place. It states In 
11 there that we agreed to hold the noney when It was 
12 funded and it was never funded. You know, if there's 
13 no noney, there's no escrow. 
14 Q You don't know if this document went to the 
15 State of Utah or not? 
16 A This one? 
17 Q Yeah. 
18 A Oh, I'n sure It did. It was probably faxed 
19 to then. 
20 Q You didn't contact anybody at the State and 
21 say. "The noney Is not here'? 
22 A We never contacted anybody at the State and 
23 told then the noney was there. 
24 Q You knew the State had this escrow 
25 agreenent? 
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1 A 17.000 apiece. I put 10.000 apiece down. 
I 2 waiting for the Plat to record. 
I 3 Q Are those the lots that Bode11 subsequently 
4 purchased fron you? 
I 5 A Yes. Purchased ny options for what I had 
6 Into then. 
7 Q Proffitt ran Into trouble conpletlng the 
8 subdivision? Is that your understanding of what 
9 happened? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q The lots you acquired fron Proffitt, I'n 
12 assuning you got those before Vem George started 
13 getting involved In Lava Polnte. 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q Old you own these lots personally or have 
16 an option on then personally or was that sonethlng 
17 that First Title had an option on? 
18 A I don't renenber. 
19 Q In the transactions Involving Lava Polnte, 
20 would you have been the one that closed those or 
21 would it have been Kathryn? 
22 A I think I did. 
23 Q And when you go into a closing on a piece 
24 of property like the parcels that were in Lava 
25 Polnte, you would certainly be fan!liar with the 
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1 liability conpany? 
2 A Yes. 
3 Q So you would have been fanillar with the 
4 United liability agreenent or the operating 
5 agreenent ? 
6 A Yes. 
7 Q Do you recall specifically reviewing the 
8 operating agreenent on this linited liability conpany 
9 that acquired Lava Pointe properties? 
10 A I think we had a resolution or a unaninous 
11 resolution or sonethlng stating that Vem George was 
12 the one to sign for the LC. 
13 Q Now, in connection with these Lava Pointe 
14 acquisitions, and there were a nunber of then, do you 
15 recall any that Bodell did not have Rich Johnson 
16 involved in with you? 
17 A No. 
18 Q And in connection with each of these Lava 
19 Pointe closings, you would have overseen the final 
20 settlenent statenents before they were signed by 
21 anyone? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q You were aware, then, on all of these Lava 
24 Polnte acquisitions, that it was Bodell that was 
25 supplying the noney for the purchase of these 
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I 1 prellnlnary title report at the tine of the closing? 
I 2 A Yes. 
1 3 Q So whatever shows In the prellnlnary title 
I 4 report. you would know what It was or what 11 was 
I 5 about before you would allow the thing to close? In 
I 6 other words. If there's sons lten reflected on a 
J 7 prellnlnary title report that potentially affects the 
I 8 property, you would at least be fanillar with what 
I 9 that lten is? 
I 10 A Yes. 
I 11 Q Yes? 
I 12 A Uh-huh. 
I 13 Q And that would be true in every case of a 
I 14 closing that you vent Into where you actually 
I 15 pernitted the closing to go through? 
I 16 A Yes. 
I 17 Q Now. were you aware that Bode U s were 
I 18 Involved In the Lava Polnte properties? 
I 19 A Yes. I was. 
I 20 Q Were you aware of that at the tine of the 
I 21 first closing that involved Lava Polnte and Vernon 
I 22 George? 
I 23 A Yes. 
I 24 Q And. again, as far as you knew, they were 
I 25 acquiring these properties in the nane of a United 
I 74 
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1 properties? 
2 A Yes. He was the lender on It. 
3 Q It's ny understanding that Floyd Heln was 
4 not involved In any phase of the Lava Pointe 
5 project. Is that your recollection? 
6 A I don't think he was. no. 
7 (Whereupon Deposition Exhibits 62 and 63 
8 were narked for identification.) 
9 Q Let ne show you what's been narked as 
10 Exhibit 62. Have you seen that before? Let ne give 
11 you Exhibit 63 at the sane tine. Do you recall 
12 seeing 62? 
13 A Yeah. 
14 Q And you would have had that at the tine of 
15 the closing? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q Okay. And 63 is the seller's settlenent 
18 statenent fron — at least this particular 
19 transaction where they were buying property fron Lynn 
20 Bronan? 
21 A Yeah. 
22 Q And there were actually several parcels 
23 acquired fron Mr. Bronan, were there not, as part of 
24 Lava Polnte? 
25 A Yes. I believe there were. 
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1 Q Does this agreenent for connlesions go with 
2 this particular transaction? 
3 A Wall, It night have gone ulth this one or 
4 all of then. I don't know. 
5 (Whereupon Deposition Exhibit No. 64 was 
6 narked for identification.) 
7 Q I'll show you Exhibit 64. Are these all 
8 checks that First Title would have issued in 
8 connection with this particular closing? 
10 A Yeah, I assune. I can't read the anount on 
11 the one. though. 
12 Q Which one? The check nunber? 
13 A Oh, I can. Never nlnd. Okay. 
14 Q Now, each of these checks have the — right 
15 above where the nagnetic coding would be on the check 
16 nunber there's a nunber 8711. 
17 A Uh-huh. 
IB Q That ties in with the nunber on your 
19 settlenent statenent for your particular file nunber. 
20 does it not? 
21 A Yes. You have to look at the check on 
22 here, too. In fact, this one you've got again on the 
23 next page. 
24 Q There's a check to RREDCO Realty, check 
25 nunber 8485. Do you see that one? 
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1 George's? 
2 A Possibly. I don't know. 
3 Q You didn't ask at the tine of the closing? 
4 A No. 
5 Q You just did what you were asked? 
6 A It was their noney and they said cut these 
7 checks to here, so we probably did. 
8 Q Okay. So even though your settlenent 
9 statenent shows a connlsslon of 40 sone thousand 
10 dollars going to RREDCO, in fact, they only got $604; 
11 isn't that correct? 
12 A Well, as what you've shown ne. 
13 Q Would there be any other checks? 
14 A I don't know. Like I said, there were 
15 several closings. They night have picked up their 
16 $5,000 on another closing. I don't know. 
17 Q Was it your understanding at the tine this 
18 check 8485 was written that these other two paynents 
19 were for Yern George's benefit? 
20 A Was I aware that they were? 
21 Q Yes. 
22 A I don't know whether I knew or not. Under 
23 the agreenent, he was to get the noney, or Rosenont 
24 was, and RREDCO was to get 5,000. 
25 Q So how cone Rosenont doesn't show up on the 
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I 1 A Yeah. It's a duplicate check. 
I 2 Q Veil, It's in that particular exhibit 
I 3 twice. I see they got $604.52. Do you recall what 
I 4 the two deductions were that show up on this check? 
1 5 A No. It Just would have been sonethlng we 
I 6 were Instructed to pay. 
I 7 Q Uould you have required sonethlng in 
I 8 writing before you uould nake paynents like that? 
1 8 A I assune we probably would have. I don't 
I 10 know. If he wanted us to nake two checks or three 
I 11 checks for his noney, I assune we'd probably do it. 
I 12 Q On Bloonlngton Ranches, wasn't that 
I 13 sonethlng that Mr. George was Involved in? 
I 14 A Yeah. I believe he was. 
I 15 Q Okay. And you knew he was involved in that 
I 16 at the tine — in May of '93. didn't you? 
I 17 A Yeah, but there's several Bloonlngton 
I 18 Ranches, so — 
I 19 Q And you don't have any recollection as you 
I 20 sit here which one of those it would have applied to? 
I 21 A No. 
I 22 Q What about Par West Bank? I think it's 
I 23 says Tanden. Do you have any idea what that is? 
I 24 A Probably a loan. 
I 25 Q Do you know whose loan it was? Was it Vern 
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1 seller's settlenent statenent? 
2 A Because it says RREDCO Realty will be shown 
3 on the closing statenents as the brokerage. 
4 Q Why would they do that? Did they tell you 
5 why they would do that if RREDCO wasn't going to get 
6 it? 
7 A No. 
8 Q Who at RREDCO did you talk to about th i s , 
9 i f anyone? 
10 A Jerry Richardson, probably. 
11 Q Anyone else fron RREDCO Involved in these 
12 Lava Pointe transactions? 
13 A I don't think so. I don't know. 
14 Q Do you recall having a conversation with 
15 the person that you Just Identified about this 
16 particular agreenent with the Rosenont? 
17 A No. It's an instruction letter. 
IB Q Is it sonethlng you asked for? 
19 A I doubt it. I don't know. 
20 Q You knew Bode 11 was putting the noney up 
21 for this purchase, didn't you? 
22 A I knew he was the lender. 
23 Q Well, you knew he was involved in the 
24 United liability conpany as well? 
25 A Yes. I did. 
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Q How old is she if you were to guess? 
A 60. Very fine lady. 
Q There was ultimately an addendum to the option to 
purchase, it's Exhibit 7 in the documents that we've marked 
previously. Have you seen that before? 
A Ifm sure I have, but it wasn't prepared by me. It 
was probably prepared by Bob. That's a guess. 
Q Is there something that caused you to believe Bob 
might have prepared it? 
A I don't recall being
 vaware of the increase in the 
purchase price and the additional commission for Rosemont 
until I remember it being right at the point of closing, 
either day before or the day of closing. That's when I 
first remember that issue coming up. So this probably would 
have been prepared right about that time. 
Q Right about the time of closing? 
A Yes, because I don't remember even having that 
been raised as an issue. I remember it being raised the day 
of the closing. That's what I remember, but it might have 
been the day before. 
Q Tell me what your recollection is of the 
circumstances around how that came up to your attention? 
A What I remember is that I was shown a closing 
statement which was not consistent with the option, and I 
asked why is this, and they said they wanted to restructure 
RORY JOHNSON, RPR (801) 635-9610 
Tab 3 
AGREEMENT FOR COMMISSIONS 
May 19, 1993 
Re: Purchase of 26.22 acres, more or less, from 1. Lynn Broman in St, George, Utah. 
This Agreement entered into this 19th day of May, 1993, by and between Rosemont 
Corporation, a California Corporation, and Rredco Realty, is made for the sole 
purpose of showing the commission breakdown on the purchase of the above described 
property. 
Rredco Realty will be shown on the Closing Statements as the Brokerage, wherein 
Rosemont Corporation is the buyer's and seller!s agent. 
Rosemont Corporation is a California Real Estate Company and has hired Rredco Realty 
as consultant and carrier for the purchase of the aforementioned property. Rredco 
will be paid $5,000.00 for its time and efforts for bringing the sale to close. 
All remaining commissions shall be dispursed to Rosemont Corporation or its 
designees. 
By_ By: Wsfr^ :£' })^4&&£iL^-~^ 
Rredco Realty ^^p-aA-v*. Roseinont Corpora 
RRDCO00005 
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BLOOMrMGTCN RANCHES II, L.C. 
ST. GEORGE, UT 94770 
8733 8735 
TRANSFER TO FTLE MO. 8781 - LOAN 
RME 
0 6 / 1 1 / ^ 3 TKArWF.R TO PILE NO. 9^91 - LOAN 
NET AMOUNT: 
ST. i ..FORGE, UT 84770 
Seller: FHILLIP L. FOREMASTER 
Buver : CLEAP CREEK DEVELOPMENT, L.C. 
RME 8735 8735 
6 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
6 5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
E X H I B I T 
F ST TITLE OF UTAH, I N C . 
ESCROW SETTLEMENT STATEMENT 
SELLER'S COPY 
_.xt CLEAR CREEK DEVELOPMENT, 
ELLER: RIVER ROAD, L . C . 
30KER: 
^OPERTY ADDRESS: , S T . 
ELLERS MAILING ADDRESS: 
YPE OF TRANSACTION: 
L.C, 
GEORGE, UT 84770 
, ST. GEORGE, UT 84770 
FILE NO 8754-A 
ESCROW NO 8754-A 
DATED 07/27/93 
PRORATED TO 07/27/93 
URCHASE PRICE $ 90,000.00 
•OTAL PURCHASE PRICE AMD CREDITS DUB SELLER $ 90,000.00 
.ESS CREDIT8 TO BUYER 
AXES ASSUMED 01/01/93 TO 07/27/93 §$ 50.00 $ 28.36 
OWN PAYMENT REC'D BY SELLER $ 15,000.00 
OTAL CREDITS TO BUYERS .8 15,028.36 
-ST EQUITY BB70RS EXPBM8ES $ 74,971.64 
XPEMSES 07 THE SELLER?;; 
ITLE INSURANCE TO FIRST TITLE OF UTAH, INC $ 560.00 
LOSING FEE TO FIRSTTITLE OF UTAH, INC $ 75.00 
OTAL EXPENSES IOR SELLER $ 635.00 
;B TO 8ELLBR...... $ 74,336.64 
THE UNDERSIGNEO, IT THE SIGN IRQ OF THIS OOCUMENT, HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THE SAME AND'AGREE TO 
3E LIABLE FOR AND H O L D ' F I R S T TITLE HARMLESS FROM ANY ADDITIONAL CHARGES RELATING TO THE ABOVE REFERENCED PROPERTY, 
NOT DISCLOSED IN THIS STATEMENT, IT ANY LIENHOLDER; BE IT MORTGAGE PAYOFFS OR ASSUMPTION FIQURES, TAXES AND/OR OTHER 
SIMILAR ASSESSMENTS. 
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